. Colour change of the precursor solution during CND synthesis To verify our assumption described in scheme 1 the same synthesis procedure was performed without the nitrogen source, urea. Here the synthesis time was fixed at 3.5 min (same as the best performed sample). A brown gel was formed and assigned as sample D. The HRTEM image of sample D is shown in figure S2 . The average particle size of the CNDs was found to be ~4 nm.
. Colour change of the precursor solution during CND synthesis To verify our assumption described in scheme 1 the same synthesis procedure was performed without the nitrogen source, urea. Here the synthesis time was fixed at 3.5 min (same as the best performed sample). A brown gel was formed and assigned as sample D. The HRTEM image of sample D is shown in figure S2 . The average particle size of the CNDs was found to be ~4 nm. spectrum. In addition, a very low N1s intense peak near 400.2 eV was observed which is assigned to N-O x . The presence of nitrogen for this sample is believed to be due to atmospheric nitrogen. 1, 2 From the XPS data atomic percentage of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen were calculated for all the samples and compared in table S1. It may be noted that sample B contains the highest amount of nitrogen while sample D contains the least. 
